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BACK THE WILD

Yes! Your contribution of images to Back The Wild is completely voluntary and

Back The Wild claims no ownership of them. The digital files you provide will not

be shared with anyone and are only used by the print lab for print creation. All

preview images on the site are right click protected. At any point you can

request to have your images removed from Back The Wild at which point all

original and preview copies will be deleted from our servers.

Do I retain full ownership of any images I contribute?

The Nature First Principles constitute an ethical photography standard.

Each contributor must affirm this standard was adhered to while

capturing the images they contribute to Back The Wild. Learn more about

the Nature First Principles at www.naturefirstphotography.org

What are the Nature First Principles?

Back The Wild has two beneficiary organizations: Protect Our Winters and

the National Resources Defense Council. POW takes a unique angle on

combating climate change which is a long-term threat to our wild places,

while the NRDC fights to preserve the immediate wild status of our public

lands. Customers have the option to select which organization they

would like to support when checking out.

Which organizations am I supporting through

Back The Wild?

Currently, Back The Wild procures prints through Costco Photo Center.

However, we are in the process streamlining our fulfillment process and

will be transitioning to a different print lab such as WHCC or Bay Photo

Lab in the future.

Which print lab does Back The Wild use?

Back The Wild currently offers the following standard formats and sizes:

Lustre Photo Paper - 8x10, 12x18, 20x30

Metal - 16x24, 20x30, 24x36

Canvas - 20x30, 24x36, 30x40

What formats and sizes will my images be

offered in?

Yes! Back The Wild is actively working to expand awareness of our

mission. Please tell anyone who follows your work about your involvement

in Back The Wild so they can check us out and purchase a print!

Additionally, we are looking to involve other conservation-minded nature

photographers so please let your colleagues know about our cause.

Finally, if you have any feedback or suggestions for improvement, please

contact us via email at grady@backthewild.org!

Besides contributing a few images is there

anything else I can do to support Back The Wild?

http://www.backthewild.org/
http://www.naturefirstphotography.org/

